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Grange, Florida, is, famous for its miracles-the weeping fiberglass Madonna, the Road-Stain Jesus, the
stigmata man. And now it has JoLayne Lucks, unlikely winner of the state lottery. Unfortunately, JoLayne's
winning ticket isn't the only one. The other belongs to Bodean Gazzer and his raunchy sidekick, Chub, who
want the whole $28 million jackpot to start their own underground militia.

But JoLayne Lucks has her own plans for the Lotto money, and when Bode and Chub brutally assault her
and steal her ticket, she vows to track them down, take it back-and get revenge. The only one who can help is
Tom Krome, a big-city investigative journalist now writing frothy features for a mid-sized newspaper. He is
about to become part of a story that's bigger and more bizarre than anything he's ever covered. Chasing two
heavily armed psychopaths is reckless enough, but Tom's got other problems-including his fugitive wife and
his own growing fondness for the future millionairess with whom he's risking his neck.

The pursuit takes them to a buzzard-infested island deep in Florida Bay, where they finally catch up with the
fledgling militia-and their baffled hostage, a Hooters waitress. The climax explodes with the hilarious
mayhem that is Carl Hiaasen's hallmark. Lucky You is his funniest, most deliriously gripping novel yet.

BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Carl Hiaasen's Bad Monkey.
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From reader reviews:

Dennis Byrd:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot
of information that may give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world could share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their particular reader
with their story or maybe their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the guides. But also they write
about the ability about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their talent
in writing, they also doing some research before they write with their book. One of them is this Lucky You.

Susan Belcher:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try factor that really opposite
from that. A single activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
have been ride on and with addition info. Even you love Lucky You, you may enjoy both. It is good
combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can occur its mind hangout
men. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Mamie Salinas:

This Lucky You is brand-new way for you who has interest to look for some information as it relief your
hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still
having little digest in reading this Lucky You can be the light food for you personally because the
information inside this specific book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books create itself in the form
which can be reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in book form make
them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a guide especially
this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you. So , don't miss the item! Just read this
e-book kind for your better life and also knowledge.

Eva Lynch:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This specific Lucky You can give you a lot of good friends
because by you investigating this one book you have matter that they don't and make a person more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great individuals. So , why hesitate? We should have Lucky You.
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